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CfTY TREES are especially vulnerable to wounding. They are
wounded by automobiles, garbage
trucks, lawn mowers, snow plows,
construction equipment, people,
birds, insects, animals, fires, ice, and
storms. Few city trees reach maturity without receiving many wounds.
Any part of a tree can suffer
wounds: roots, trunk, branches.
Trunk wounds such as those
made when a skidding car gashes the
side of a tree- are easy to see. Root
wounds may be hidden. Many
young trees are wounded during
planting, and the wounds may be
covered with soil.
Yet the most common and most
serious wounds on city trees usually
go unnoticed - branch stubs. All
trees lose some branches during
their lifetimes. After a windstorm,
you may see broken branches lying
on the streets; but you won't see
where they came from. The stub or
open scar that remains after a
branch is broken off, dies from
natural causes, or is pruned improperly, is a serious wound.
And any wound can open the
way to the complex processes that
can cause decay within the living
tree. Even the wounds made by an
insect- or a nail driven into a tree
could be serious.
If a tree is vigorous, the wound
\vill heal rapidly. But if the tree is
not vigorous, the wound will heal
slowly. Then trouble starts for the
tree: wood-inh:1hiting microorganisms get into it.

How Trees React
Trees respond to wounds in unique ways. After a tree is wounded,
its ckfcnse system goes into action.
First it forms chemical barriers in
the wood behind the wound to prev~:nt infection by microorganisms.
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These barriers stop most \voodinhabiting microorganisms most of
t_he time. The wound then heals.
But in other cases, some aggressive wood-inhabiting microorganisms may get through the protective
chemical barriers. Then the tree has
another line of defense. The injured
cambium produces a zone of special
cells, a barrier zone that seals offcompartmentalizes- the wood that
is infected by microorganisms. The
sealed-off compartment is usually a
column, no larger than the tree at
the time it was wounded. The microorganisms may spread up and down
within this compartment, causing
the wood to discolor and decay; but
they do not spread sideways into the
new \Vood that formed after the tree
was wounded.
The result is like a tree within a
tree: the old infected tree inside,
sealed off from the new tree around
it, which year by year puts on new
growth rings of healthy wood. So
wounds on a tree do not ahvays spell
doom. If the young tree is kept
vigorous, it will compartmentalize
its injury and continue to grow.
But if the tree is wounded again,
and again, and again, new compartments will form each time to seal off
the infected wood. In time, a complex of infected compartments may
so weaken the tree that it succumbs
to other destructive forces.
Successions of Microorganisms
Many species of microorganisms are involved in the
decay
process: b<tcteria, non-dt:cay fungi,
ancl dec,ly fungi. They infect w.ounds
in a wa\·e action. One group of
microorganisms follows another,
and each r.roup launches its invasion
force ag:linst the defense forces of
the tr~~. as all arc afkctccl by an
ever-changing environment.
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Dissection of a healed branch swb e: a
paper birch tree. The decay microorg:;nisms are compartmenta!i:cd within th"!
tissues that were present when the f:r::':ch
died. When dead and dying branches are
pruned properly, the wounds hea! rap:'J!y
and the spread of decay is minimized.

And microorganisms react to
each other. One kind may open the
way for another kind to invade th-:
tree. Or one kind may block another
from infecting the tree.
It takes time for microorgc.nisms to get established in a tree. This
gives us time to help the tree afkr it
has been wounded. \Vc know now
that it is possible to disrupt th;;
successional pattern of destructi•:e
microorganisms by purposely infecting the wound with another fun~:us.
This stalls the decay process c.ncl
gives more: time to help the tree.
So what do you do for the h:c?
One thing you should not do is
smear some wound dressing on th::-.
wound and forget it, thinking : c1u
have done all you can to help th.:
tree. \Vound clrcssin~;s do not s:o,-.
decay.
After a tree i.;; wounded, \0U
should remove the iniurecl wood :t:1d
hark with a clean sharp knife, so
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that healthy bark is in contact with
sound wood at the margins of the
wound. Usually this means enlarging the wound, in the shape of a
lens ..
Then do everything possible to
increase the vigor of the tree.
Properly prune dead and dying
branches; fertilize and water the
tree; and thin out less valuable competing trees. After all these steps
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ABOVE: Four !-year wounds on a red
maple tree after trt?atmen! with wound
dressings. Left to right: untreated; asphalt-base dressing; orange she/lac; and
polyurethane varnish. BELOW: Dissection uf wounds sho1m abo1·e rereals discolored ~t·ood. Studies of 160 wounds on
40 rr!d maple trees aft a 4 years indicated
that none of the a:ound treatments reduced the amount o( discolored and decayed li'Ood.
·

A lmund on the base of a red maph>t,
tree. Trees do not repair or rr!place wood
injured br 1vowuls. The injured wood is
H·alled off or compartmentalized. After a
tre(' is wounded, help it to help itself by
doing ererything possible to increase its
rigor. This will brin]J about faster compartmentalization oj the injured wood.
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have been taken, you can apply
some wound dressing - only to
indicate that someone has treated
the tree.
Too often people think that trees
are so big and strong that they can
\vithstand anything. Not so. The
wounding of city trees is a serious
problem now, and it will get no
better unless something is done. One
thing we can do is to develop sound
tree-maintenance programs, using
new information and new tools that
have come from recent research on
wounds and decay.
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